
In speaking about one of her projects, Diane Borsato asks “Would it be more legitimate to reference a French 
Philosopher? Or is it possible that insights might be available if I just immerse myself in [a] relationship?”1 This 
process of insightful immersion describes Borsato’s rich artistic practice, which often takes the form of after the 
fact accounts of her performative interventions. These actions usually take place unannounced, to be shared 
later via photographs and texts that sparingly explain Borsato’s actions and motivations and ration what is 
acknowledged and proposed as knowledge. There is a “productive gap,” notes Kim Simon, between the photos 
and words that prompts us to look deeper.2 Borsato’s artistic choices reveal a vital interplay of experiences and 
contexts, which are her chosen tools of discovery. 

Her documentation doubles as an evidentiary and confessional tale, reminiscent of a clandestine explorer, ama-
teur inventor or self-styled scientist. Though assuming a position akin to the Artist-as-Researcher, Borsato doesn’t 
leverage academic or scientific conceits to legitimize her art. Rather, she inhabits, re-imagines and re-purposes; as 
in Museum (2006), where Borsato is depicted licking an antiquated portrait of a society lady, an approach which 
Daniel Baird has observed, “does not so much transgress the properties of the museum, as wholly and fundamen-
tally ignore their premises.”3 Her explorations contend that knowledge is situational, permeable and personal. 

Borsato’s processes are also her findings, the raw data that she presents. In her recent projects institutional-
ized disciplines are used as points of departure for unassuming social subversions. For example, The Chinatown 
Foray (2008) displaces expert-oriented knowledge, opting instead for the peer contact found among amateur my-
cologists seeking and sharing in an urban Chinese market. Both Italian Lessons (2007–ongoing) and Terrestrial/
Celestial (2009–ongoing) reject conventional pedagogical discipline, asserting instead the power to learn through 
social experiences and free exchanges — methods for learning that are casual, embodied and roving. These newer 
works exist in a counter-economy, opting out of regulation, taxation and evaluation.4 

Other projects by Borsato involve a shift in tone to quietly contained transgression. In Bouquet (2006–ongoing) 
and Snowballs (2006), Borsato presents anti-social set pieces that brush against propriety without breaking skin: 
stealing flowers to give to others; sending snowballs in the mail with instructions and a hit-list. Proudly displayed, 
they are misdemeanours, declarations of willful disobedience and complex works of art.

Borsato’s back-catalogue includes other subliminal provocations including Carrying my Heavy Bag (2002), in 
which she taxed commercial niceties by having her luggage carried incessantly by a porter. For A series of Minor 
Incidents (2008), the artist and an accomplice5 “accidentally” spilled and broke things in public locations. And, 
in Touching 1000 people (2000), the artist made uninvited contact with 1,000 strangers, echoing Vito Acconci’s 
performances Following Piece (1969) and Proximity Piece (1970). Both artists’ programmatic actions, filtered 
through gender and historical moment, border on the invasive and unnerving. 

Front Gallery Diane Borsato: The Chinatown Foray Borsato’s transgressive works are like an undercurrent running through her practice. Artistic transgression is 
explained as the breaking of art historical rules of genre and medium, the breaching of the social order and the 
violation of perceived taboos.6 It is also explained as nihilistic destructiveness or the process of re-defining soci-
ety.7 Recall Baird’s observation that Borsato doesn’t transgress but rather ignores the premises of the museum, 
and compare this notion to Georges Bataille’s7 and Michel Foucault’s9 characterizations of transgression as the 
testing of societal boundaries for the purposes of knowing their limits and gaining greater self-knowledge. Foucault 
uses the image of a spiral to describe how transgression and limits are interdependent and entwined10 whereas 
Michel de Certeau sees limits as active forces: “From birth to mourning after death, law ‘takes hold of’ bodies in 
order to make them its text. Through all sorts of initiations (rituals, at school, etc.), it transforms them into tables 
of law, into living tableaux of rules and customs, into actors in the drama organized by a social order.”11 

Balancing between assuredness and uncertainty, what kind of immersion do Borsato’s artworks offer? If we 
embrace her discrete violations without ambivalence, do we miss something essential to their depth? Consider 
what is at work in the reprimand “Behave!” The fluid possibilities of unconscious response and deliberate action 
are truncated by the social dictate of self-restraint. Against intuition, to behave is to internalize, to be mindful of 
limits. Personal and societal boundaries are reconfigured and ignored by Borsato as she taps into experiences 
of conformity and dissonance that are borne of obligation and prohibition. Yet the arc of her art is hopeful and 
liberating as she insists on possibility, acting-out poetic autonomy.

—John Marriott
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